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Abstract

One of the most frequent tasks using any kind of com-
puter is the retrieval of new software, that is commonly
downloaded from websites that offer freeware, shareware
and demos, such as Tucows. However, naive users must
deal with too many technical details in order to take advan-
tage of these facilities. Moreover, navigating those websites
without exactly knowing what we look for results in high
communication costs, specially for wireless device users.

In this paper we present a Software Retrieval Service
that, first, allows users to obtain software by browsing a
catalog (that contains a semantic description of software
available at different repositories), and second, it minimizes
the use of the network by adapting its behavior to the cur-
rent network status. The service has been developed using
mobile agent technology. In the paper we describe the main
elements that take part of the service and stress how the
system adapts its behavior to the current network status.

Keywords: Mobile computing, Wireless and mobile ap-
plications, Mobile agents.

1 INTRODUCTION

Working with any kind of computer (desktop, laptop,
palmtop), one of the most frequent task for the users is
to obtain new software in order to improve the capabili-
ties of those computers or devices. For that, an often used
approach is to visit some of the several websites that con-
tain freeware, shareware and demos (such as Tucows [11]
and CNET Download.com [1]). However, that approach
can become cumbersome for naive users — they may not�This work was supported by the CICYT project TIC2001-0660 and
the DGA project P084/2001.yWork supported by the grant B131/2002 of the Aragón Government
and the European Social Fund.

know: 1) the location of software websites and their naviga-
tion structure, 2) the programs that fulfil their needs, 3) the
features of their devices, and 4) when new interesting re-
leases are available — and can become annoying for many
advanced users. Moreover, if those users use a wireless de-
vice, the time expended by them to look for the software,
to retrieve and install it should be minimized as much as
possible in order to reduce communication cost and power
consumed.

Taking into account the previous scenario, we propose
in this paper a Software Retrieval Service (SRS) that al-
lows users to find, retrieve and install software. This service
presents the following features: 1)Semantic Search: the ser-
vice helps users in the task of obtaining software by allow-
ing them to express their requirements at a semantic level,
and guides them browsing a customized software catalog in
order to select the adequate software. For that, the service
makes use of a catalog that contains a semantic description
of software available in different repositories, and so makes
transparent for users the technical details related to thattask.
2) Quality of Service (QoS): the user specifies some features
of what s/he wants and the system is on charge of dealing
with technical details such as the features of the user device
(Operating System, memory capacity, etc.) and the current
network status; so it offers a customized and adaptable ser-
vice to the users putting a special emphasis on optimizing
communication time.

Concerning related work, to our knowledge, agents have
not been widely used for software retrieval. In [5] they ex-
plain a mechanism to update several remote clients con-
nected to a server, taking advantage of mobile agents ca-
pability to deal with disconnections; however this work
is more related topush technologythan to services cre-
ated to assist users in the task of updating the software
on their computers. In the Ariadne project [6] they use
agents, not for retrieving software but for accessing web-
sites; they work on automatic wrapper construction tech-



niques and build an ontology on top of each website in a
semi-automatic manner. OntoAgents [2] allows to annotate
websites to perform a semantic search; data can be accessed
using a web browser or performing a search that is managed
by agents, which consider the different terms in the website.

In the rest of the paper, we briefly explain the features
of the software retrieval service in Section 2. In Section 3
we describe how to measure the network status. In Section 4
we show how the network status is considered to obtain user
software catalogs. In Section 5 we show how the network
status is considered to access remote information following
different techniques. We present some performance results
in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 includes some conclusions.

2 The Software Retrieval Service (SRS)

The service proposed in this paper takes part of a more
global system called ANTARCTICA [3] which main goal is
to offer different wireless data services that enhance the ca-
pabilities of mobile devices1. The implementation of the
SRS is based on the agent technology [4, 10]. So, four
main agents participate in the service:Alfred(the user agent
situated at the user device) who is an efficient majordomo
that serves the user and is on charge of storing as much in-
formation about the user device and the user her/himself
as possible; TheSoftware Manageragent (situated at the
GSN2 that provides coverage to the user device) that ob-
tains software catalogs customized to user requirements;
The Browseragent (situated at the user device) that helps
the user to navigate the customized catalog in order to se-
lect the wanted software (new information requested by the
user and not available to the Browser will be retrieved by
the Catalog Updateragent); and theSalesmanagent that
carries the selected program to the user device and installs
it whenever possible.

Three main tasks take part when dealing with the ser-
vice: 1) to specify user requirements, 2) to prune the global
catalog in order to present to the user a software catalog
containing only that part related to her/his requirements (to
avoid confusing the user and overloading her/his device),
and 3) to attend user refinements on such a catalog trying
to predict future user requirements (to minimize network
communication). The responsible for the first task is Al-
fred, for the second one the Software Manager agent, and
for the third one the Browser agent.

In the rest of the section we describe these three main
steps of the service, and in Sections 4 and 5 we detail
how the Software Manager, Catalog Updater, and Salesman

1Some services, as the one described here, require that target mobile
devices have some features like color hi-res screen and the capability of
executing Java agents.

2Gateway Support Nodes (GSNs)are proxies in the fixed network that
provide services to wireless device users.

agents adapt their behavior according to the wireless net-
work status and user preferences, which is the key of the
success of the SRS.

2.1 Initialization

Alfred is an efficient majordomo agent that serves the
user and is on charge of storing as much information about
the user device, and the user her/himself, as possible. Let
us start with the situation in which the user wants to re-
trieve some kind of software. For that, the user specifies a
list of keywords<feature, value> describing the software
s/he needs. The information provided can be imprecise (in
Figure 1), the user does not know neither the web browser
name nor the concrete Windows version of her/his com-
puter). Moreover, the user can specify the level of detail
(expressed as a percentage) that s/he wants in such a cata-
log, the more detail the bigger catalog.

Figure 1. Alfred’s GUI for the SRS

In addition to the user information, Alfred can add more
keywords concerning the user device (OS, RAM memory,
video and audio cards, etc.) and previous executions of the
service. All the information provided by the user is stored
by Alfred; a detailed description of theknowledgemanaged
by Alfred can be found in [7].

2.2 Obtaining a Software Catalog

After the user specifies her/his software needs, Alfred
sends a request to the Software Manager agent which ob-
tains a catalog corresponding to the user request. For this
task, we advocate using a global software catalog, called
SoftCat, that describessemanticallythe software available
in a set of websites storing pieces of software. So, instead of
users having to deal directly with different software reposi-
tories, our system uses a common software catalog to help
users to retrieve software.

However, the SoftCat catalog must be pruned in order
to obtain a software catalog customized for the user. This
pruning process is very important to avoid presenting the
user categories and pieces of software that cannot be in-
stalled on the user device or those that could surely make



naive users spend more time reading the catalog, and con-
sequently, finding the wanted software. Thus the system
minimizes the communication cost by sending interesting
information only.

Therefore, when the Software Manager is invoked to per-
form a prune of the SoftCat catalog, the following steps are
followed: 1) Pruning SoftCat using keywords(if any was
specified by the user) that nodes in the result must satisfy.
Let us callCatkeywds to the catalog after considering the
keywords; 2)Setting the level of detail, by considering re-
turning more information than what it was requested by the
user (see Section 4.1); 3)Pruning3 Catkeywds according to
the level of detail obtained before, let us sayn%, to ob-
tain Catpruned as result of this task; 4)Obtaining an in-
cremental answerto avoid sending data that are already on
the user device (for that, the Software Manager stores the
ids of the nodes previously sent to each user); 5)Compress-
ing the catalog, if it is worth (see Section 4.2); and 6)Cre-
ating a Browser agentinitialized with the catalog obtained
(this specialized agent will travel to the user device and help
the user to find the wanted software as explained in Sec-
tion 2.3). It is important to stress that, although the Software
Manager could have selected a level of detail higher than the
specified by the user, the Browser will exactly show to the
user what s/he asked for. The rest of the information can be
used by the Browser as a buffer to perform future catalog
updates, as explained in Section 2.3.

2.3 Catalog Browsing

Once on the user node, the Browser agent presents the
catalog as a graph: inner nodes are categories and leaves are
programs that can be downloaded. In order to help users,
under each node in the catalog there is a bar that represents
graphically: 1) how much information about that node is
shown, and 2) how much information about that node is
available at the user device; the rest of the bar, indicates how
much new information about that node could be requested
to the Software Manager.

The following are the different actions that a user can
perform after studying the catalog presented: a)To show
the information about a node, the Browser shows (on the
right side of the GUI) all the features of such a node, in-
cluding the list of programs under it when such a node is
a category; b)To open/close a node, its immediate descen-
dants are shown/hidden; c)To request more or less informa-
tion under some node, the user can specify a new level of
detail for that node or provide new keywords for that node
and its descendants; and d)To download a program, when
the user has (fortunately) found a piece of software that ful-
fils her/his needs. As a consequence of this last action the

3Every immediate descendant is pruned proportionally: to reduce a
node to itsn%, each immediate descendant is reduce to itsn%.

Browser remotely creates a Salesman agent on the GSN and
the Browser agent simply ends its execution. The Salesman
agent will visit the user device carrying the specified pro-
gram [8].

The first and second actions in the previous paragraph
can be performed by the Browser without remote access.
The third task can also be performed locally only if the new
level of detail is below the limit of the Browser buffer, as the
Browser has pruning capabilities. In other case, the refine-
ment cannot be performed using the information currently
available to the Browser, then the new information must be
requested remotely to the Software Manager. For that task,
the Browser creates aCatalog Updateragent, whose goal
is to retrieve from the GSN the needed information. In Sec-
tion 5.1 we show the different alternatives considered by the
Catalog Updater in run-time to perform this task.

Finally, as explained in Section 2.2, new catalogs are re-
turned in an incremental way (only new information is sent
to optimize communication costs). Thus, the Catalog Up-
dater merges properly the previous user catalog with the
new information, and then finishes its execution. In this
way, notice that the Browser upgrades its knowledge with
each user refinement, making less frequent the need for re-
mote connections. So, future refinements can be attended
faster and avoiding the use of the network.

3 Estimating the Network Status

Anytime an agent in our system wants to establish a
wireless connection between the user device and the GSN,
or vice versa, the real network speed must be estimated to
calculate the time needed for any data transfer. Depend-
ing of the network status, several decisions are taken as ex-
plained in Sections 4 and 5.

The network speed is measured by simply ping-ing the
GSN from the user device (or vice versa) right before the
transfer, let us call itnetspeedping. However, indepen-
dently of the network speed, it is very interesting to estimate
the reliability of the network link between the user device
and the GSN when sending data during a certain time, i.e.,
the real network speed,netspeedreal(t). Thus, we are in-
terested in estimating the probability of maintaining a net-
work connection open during a certain timet, p(t). For that
we consider past network connections, as we assume that
the user device will always connect to the GSN using a sim-
ilar kind of network. This probability is used to estimate in
run-timethe number of retries needed to completely send a
concrete amount of data,#retry(t). Therefore:p(t) = ( F (t)T�S(t) T > 00 T = 0 #retry(t) = l p(t)1�p(t)mnetspeedreal(t) = netspeedping#retry(t)
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Figure 2. p(t), the network failure probability

wherep(t) is the probability of network failure for connec-
tions that takest seconds,F (t) is the number of past con-
nections that failed before or exactly att, S(t) is the num-
ber of past successful connections equal or shorter thant,
andT is the total number of past connections (of any time
length). In Figure 2 we can observe how the failure prob-
ability p(t) varies as new connections are broken or finish
without errors. Thus, after the four connections in the fig-
ure, probability of maintaining a connection open during,
for example, 23 seconds is 0.66 (p(23) = 0:66).

Notice that when a new connection is broken at timet,
the failure probability for times longer thant is increased (a
connection that needed more thant seconds has just failed).
However, when a new connection finishes without errors
at time t, the probability for times longer thant still re-
mains the same (finishing att does not guarantee anything
for times longer thant). In any case, a connection finishing
or failing at timet decreases the probability of times shorter
thant (as everything was fine until instantt).

We finally definetretry(t) = t�#retry(t), i.e., a func-
tion that, given a timet, returns the total time needed to
maintain open a network connection duringt seconds, after
considering the number of retries estimated.

4 Adaptability when Obtaining a Software
Catalog

In this section we explain how the network status influ-
ences the Software Manager behavior when obtaining a cus-
tomized catalog for the user.

4.1 Selecting the most appropriate level of detail

The level of detail is a percentage that indicates the
amount of data that should be included in the resulting cata-
log; for example, a level of detail of 30% indicates that only
the 30% of SoftCat should be included in the result. If the

user specified a level of detail (otherwise, the default value
is 0%), the system must provide her/him with at least such a
level of detail. However, as a new connection is needed, the
system estimates if it is worth to retrieve more information
than what it has been requested (to avoid future network
connections), i.e., to consider a higher level of detail. This
estimation takes into account parameters as the user profile
and the network status. This approach also improves the ef-
ficiency when the user successively requests slightly higher
level of detail about the same node. Thus, the following
steps are followed:
a) To obtain the time needed for the information re-
quested, by considering the size ofCatkeywds, the speci-
fied level of detail, and the nodes already sent to the user,nodesuserk , as only incremental answers are sent to the
user, as explained before.nodesuserk = fnodei 2 SoftCat j nodei on device ofuserkgtneeded = tretry0�l jCatkeywdsj�level of detail100 m�jnodesuserk jnetspeedping 1A
wherejxj is the size in bytes of setx, netspeedping is the
run-time measured network speed, andtretry(t) is the re-
sulting time after considering the estimated number of re-
tries when maintaining a connection open duringt seconds
(see Section 3).
b) To increase the answer time proportionally. In gen-
eral, tneeded could be increased in a concrete percentage%inr specified by Alfred (different users could have dif-
ferent increments depending on their expertise, device ca-
pabilities, network link, etc.). However, we must consider
some special situations: 1)tneeded could be very short (iftneeded=20 seconds it is reasonable to make the user wait
around 10 seconds more, i.e., an increment of 50%, how-
ever the highertneeded the lower increment), and 2) com-
munications could be billed usingcharging units (CU)4, so

4By charging unitswe mean the time unit used to charge the user
her/his phone bill; per seconds, minutes, etc.



(a) (b)

Figure 3. (a) Percentage incremented for tneeded and (b) Tinr (%inr=20%, CU=60 sec)

the system should avoid using new CUs for just small incre-
ments.

In Figure 3.a, we show how the percentage incremented
varies depending on the needed time, when%inr=20% and
CU=60 seconds. Notice that the system selects increments
higher than%inr when tneeded is short, and increments
lower than%inr to avoid using a new CU, until the%inr
of the needed time is greater than one CU; in Figure 3.a,
that happens when needed time is 300 seconds (5 minutes)
or greater. In such a case the Software Manager chooses to
spend one more CU rather than performing a too small in-
crement. In Figure 3.b we show the functionTinr (labeled
as “Increment”) that returns the extra time corresponding to
a giventneeded, thereforetfinal = tneeded+Tinr(tneeded).
Whentneeded = 0 (the user did not specify a level of de-
tail) the system considers 5 seconds as the minimum time to
spent. Notice that if the user is not billed using CUs,Tinr
will always increment the time in the percentage specified
by Alfred (%inr).
c) To obtain the new level of detail, by considering the
time used to return the catalog (tfinal), the real netspeed,
the averaged node size (jnodej), the number of nodes on the
user device (#(nodesuserk )) and the number of nodes in
the keyword-pruned catalog (#(Catkeywds)):levelofdetail = � tfinal�netspeedreal(tfinal)jnodej +#(nodesuserk )�� 100#(Catkeywds)
wherenetspeedreal(t) is the run-time estimated network
speed by considering the probability of disconnection dur-
ing timet, as explained in Section 3.

4.2 Compressing The Catalog

The catalog obtained for the user can be returned com-
pressed to reduce the use of the network when sending it to
the user device. Next we show when it is worth to compress
the catalog:

realNetSpeed = netspeedreal � n�jnodejnetspeedping �
No compress: tnoZipped = n�jnodejrealNetSpeed

Compress: tzipped = n� tnode + tnoZipped � rzipped
Therefore: tzipped < tnoZipped() realNetSpeed < jnodejtnode � �1� rzipped�

wheren is the number of nodes to send (the number of
nodes of the incremental answer),jnodej is the averaged
node size,netspeedping is the measured network speed (see
Section 3),netspeedreal(t) is the run-time estimated net-
work speed by considering the probability of disconnection
during certain time (see Section 3),tnode is the time needed
to compress one node, andrzipped is the ratio of compres-
sion.

For example, ifjnodej=850 bytes,tnode=0.15 milisec-
onds, andrzipped=0.83, the Software Manager will measure
the network speed and compress the catalog when thereal
network speed is lower than 941 Kb/sec.

5 Adaptability to Access Remote Informa-
tion

In this section we explain how the network status influ-
ences the Catalog Updater behavior when updating a soft-
ware catalog, and the Salesman agent behavior when down-
loading a piece of software into the user device.

5.1 Updating Software Catalogs

In order to update the user software catalog, the Catalog
Updater agent can follow two alternatives: 1) a remote call
from the user device to the Software Manager at the GSN,
or 2) to travel to the GSN, communicate with the Software
Manager locally, and travel back to the user device. To se-
lect a choice, the Catalog Updater considers the number of
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retries needed to maintain a network connection open dur-
ing a certain time (see Section 3). Therefore:tremoteCall = tretry(tall + tnewCat + treturn)tmobileAgent = treateAgent + tretry(tgoToGSN )+tnewCat + tretry(tgoBak)
wheretnewCat is the time spent by the Software Manager
to obtain the requested software catalog, andtretry(t) is the
resulting time after considering the estimated number of re-
tries when maintaining a connection open duringt seconds
(see Section 3). We can see that, if a connection is bro-
ken, a remote call must be always reinitiated from the be-
ginning. However, when using agents, network disconnec-
tions only affect the agent while it is traveling between the
user device and the GSN. Therefore, in unstable networks
(like wireless) the mobile agent approach is expected to be
better. Anyway, the Catalog Updater chooses one of these
two alternatives inrun-time, as the network status is esti-
mated right before a remote connection is needed, and the
other parameters can be estimated by considering the net-
work speed and the size of the data to transfer.

5.2 Software Downloading

To download the pieces of software selected by the user
we have chosen a concrete approach: the software is carried
to the user device by a mobile agent (the Salesman). We
here compare the use of mobile agents for software down-
loading with other alternatives.

The different possibilities considered, from less to more
“sophisticated”, are: 1)HTTP: to request the software us-
ing an HTTP connection, a module is created on the user
device which accesses a remote web server on the GSN.
The whole process is a downloading by itself since after
the access finishes, the requested piece of software is al-
ready saved on the user computer disk (see Figure 4.a). 2)
CORBA: to request the software by invoking a remote ser-
vice of a CORBA Server, a module is created locally which
invokes a remote CORBA service of a CORBA server at the
GSN. This service returns the piece of software requested as
an array of bytes that is saved into a file on the user com-
puter disk (see Figure 4.b). 3)Remote: a mobile agent is
remotely created at the GSNand then itlocally requests the
software to the CORBA server, and travels back to the user
computer to download the data (see Figure 4.c). 4)Mo-
bile: a mobile agent is created on the user device; it travels

to the GSN, accesses the software using a local CORBA
connection, and travels back to the user computer to finally
download the software (see Figure 4.d).

Tests are based on the retrieval of real pieces of software
available on our GSN. We run 20 executions of the different
strategies for each file using a wired connection5. We show
in Figure 5 the comparison among the different methods. In
HTTP, data is requested and saved into a file, byte by byte.
In HTTP2, an array of bytes is requested and then saved into
a file, which terribly speeds up the downloading but practi-
cally hangs the computer. We have also performed a test us-
ing an FTP connection and a non-Java program (concretely,
ReachOut SuperFTP Client). In Figure 5 we can observe
that times corresponding to CORBA, Remote and Mobile
methods are almost identical for all range of files6, so mo-
bile agents do not improve but neither make worse down-
loading time. However, a partitioned downloading should
be considered for big files, independently of the strategy
used.

Figure 5. Comparison among different down-
load techniques

5For a GSM connection, differences in time are bigger, due to the
slower net speed, but proportions are similar.

6jFile 0j=100 KB,jFile 8j=30 MB, jFile i+ 1j ' 2� jFile ij.



6 Evaluation of the System

A cost model for our software retrieval service and for
Tucows can be found in [7], as well as a comparison be-
tween them. Moreover, an analytical comparison between
the performance of a Tucows-like system and our SRS ap-
pears in [9]; both systems were modeled first in UML and
then using Petri nets. As result of that analysis, it is con-
cluded that the SRS behaves better than Tucows when at
least the 40% of the refinements are managed locally. In
Figure 6 we can see that the percentage of user refinements
managed locally by the implemented prototype in the real
tests performed is above 40%. If the system does not con-
sider the network status, the number of refinements man-
aged locally is decreased between 16% and 29% (25% as
average) for the software pieces of the tests. Even in that
case, the percentage of user refinements managed locally is
above 40% as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. % of user requests handled locally

7 Conclusions

Dealing with wireless devices, one of the most expen-
sive cost is that associated to the use of the wireless net-
work. Therefore, there exists a great interest in defining
techniques that optimize that use. In this paper we have
presented one data service for wireless environments that
makes a rationale use of a wireless network when users need
to retrieve software. The service optimizes network use by:
1) providing the users with the possibility of retrieving soft-
ware visiting only one software catalog instead of visiting
several ones, 2) sending a customized catalog to the user
device, and 3) analyzing in run-time the network status and
deciding how much data should be transmitted through the
wireless network to increase the number of software cata-
log refinements locally managed. Moreover, the use of the

agent technology in the implementation of the service also
contributes to the optimization goal by allowing to increase
asynchronous communications and the recovery process in
the case of network failure. Performance results corrobo-
rate this when comparing our approach with a Tucows-like
approach.
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